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Disclaimer: The information provided in the first edition of this document reflects the
current plan for the API options. It is therefore subject to change based on feedback. As
such, this document and the detailed specifications over the SWIFT Developer Portal will
be subject to updates.

Introduction
Over the next year and beyond, SWIFT will evolve its capabilities to enable instant and frictionless
transactions from one account to another, anywhere in the world. This will unlock huge opportunities
for our community of over 11,000 institutions.
To do this, we’re transforming the SWIFT platform based on the concept of transaction management.
By bringing together data and common services, we aim to further improve end-to-end efficiency and
unlock bold opportunities for our community.
Our enhanced platform harnesses a transaction manager to put the business transaction at the
centre. This ensures complete, up-to-date data is available to all transaction participants, and unlocks
the potential for value-added services to be leveraged by all participants in the
transaction.Transaction processing is orchestrated based on business rules, and message or API
data is processed through the transaction manager.
About the SWIFT API channel
SWIFT has developed a governed API channel to support high-value transactions and flows for which
absolute trust and privacy is required. Our API channel is open and flexible,enabling both SWIFT and
appropriately qualified providers to offer API-based products and services to our community. Today,
more than 400 customers use SWIFT’s API channel, with over two billion API calls logged in 2020.
SWIFT’s API offer includes the following features:


An API modelling toolset that natively supports existing financial business standards, so users
can develop and govern APIs that are easy to integrate into existing financial systems and
processes.



A robust API channel that enables financial institutions and global corporates to ‘expose’ APIs
directly to their customers and participants over SWIFT – providing a single trusted entry point to
all.



Next generation connectivity products – the SWIFT Microgateway and Software Development Kit
(SDK) – that provide users with secure, low-footprint access to our API channel. It will also be
possible for users to expose their own APIs, facilitating greater agility while retaining the
possibility of leveraging the identity verification and security SWIFT can provide.

Initiating and processing payments via APIs
This document provides an initial description of the API interactions available on the enhanced SWIFT
platform for initiating and processing cross-border customer credit transfers, cover payments and
financial institution transfers.
SWIFT has developed the Customer Credit Transfer API and the Financial Institution Credit Transfer
API to enable users to initiate and process cross-border transactions via APIs 1.
This document explains the principles and business scope of these APIs through examples and endto-end business flows2. This document is intended for business payment operation specialists,

In this document we collectivity refer to the two APIs as “payment initiation and processing APIs”.
The document is not intended to replace detailed specifications for implementing the APIs. These
can be found on the SWIFT Developer Portal, for both the Customer Credit Transfer API and the
Financial Institution Credit Transfer API
1
2
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software engineers and architects involved in the implementation of API channels in the payments
domain.
Readers not familiar with the SWIFT platform transaction management concepts are encouraged to
first read the SWIFT platform evolution: Connectivity guidance document, which provides an overview
of the platform and communication channels available.
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1 Principles of the SWIFT payment initiation and
processing APIs
SWIFT’s payment initiation and processing APIs are defined as per the REST design principles to
provide simple and predictable URLs to access data.
 API requests use GET, PUT and POST methods with optionally UTF-8 encoded JSON
objects in HTTP request payloads.
 API responses contain a status code and optionally UTF-8 encoded JSON objects in HTTP
response payloads.
Information about the SWIFT API channel may be found on swift.com, under the SWIFT API
Programme, which allows access to the Developer Portal and to the SWIFT API roadmap.

1.1 API methods
1.1.1 POST (creation)
POST is used by the consumer of API to create new information belonging to a payment transaction,
for example a settlement leg, which triggers the payment to the next Agent.

1.1.2 PUT (create or update)
PUT is used by the consumer of API to create or update existing information belonging to a payment
transaction, for example the list of future Agents involved in the payment transaction.
Note: as transaction manager always requires a client-provided identifier (unique end-to-end
reference, UETR) when a new transaction is created, initiating a credit transfer transaction is done
through a PUT method.

1.1.3 GET (read)
GET is used to retrieve information about transactions already known in transaction manager. There
are multiple ways/options to use GET method, which may be classified into two main function types:
 Any financial institution (= Agent) can retrieve the list of payment transactions pending for
their processing (e.g. the Debtor Agent paid to an Intermediary bank via transaction manager.
The Intermediary agent is currently the “Agent in charge” of processing further the
transaction). This is done through a “get credit-transfers (action required = true)” call.
 Any Agent associated with one or many transactions has the possibility to retrieve payment
transaction data (multiple options will exist, and the data retrieved also depends on the role of
the agent in the transaction (e.g. Debtor, Intermediary, Creditor)) :
o get credit-transfer (UETR) to read a Credit Transfer uniquely identified by its Unique
End-to-end Transaction Reference (UETR).
o get /credit-transfers () to read all Credit Transfers. If the number of results exceeds 25
(i.e. default value for limit), the response will be paginated (i.e. GET /credittransfers?offset=1&amp;limit=25).
o get credit-transfers (from-date, to-date) : to return Credit Transfers that have been
created or modified in the specified date/time range.
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1.1.4 Transaction event notification
Transaction manager will leverage the SWIFT API notifications service3.
In the context of a transaction orchestration, transaction actors that have implemented API based
payment systems are notified with transaction events. These events will enable them to become
aware of any pending action and/or transaction changes they should be aware of.
In line with security best practices, notification events don’t include any sensitive (/confidential) data.
They usually contain a link with a get uri to retrieve the transaction information from the transaction
manager repository.
In the diagram below, the Intermediary Agent 1 is notified that an action is required for the payment
made by the Debtor Agent.

1.2 About the granularity of the APIs
The transaction APIs follow the REST (level 3) design principles It means that a business function
(like creating a new payment transaction in transaction manager) may be split into several API calls,
creating or updating data “resources”4, each resource representing data grouped from a business
perspective, like the list of Agents participating in a specific transaction, or the key elements (amount,
currency, fees,…) provided by an Intermediary Agent to pay to the next Agent in the chain.
This granularity allows Agents to provide only the data necessary according to their role: it is, for
example, possible for an Intermediary Agent to only provide settlement instructions (= the key
elements, like amount, currency…) of its payment to the next Agent, as transaction manager already
“knows” the other data of the transaction (like the Debtor, the Creditor, the Remittance
Information,…).
Depending on the type of transaction (Customer or FI Credit Transfer), two or three endpoints or
POST/PUT methods are therefore needed jointly to create the first payment leg of a new payment
transaction in transaction manager (see serial customer credit transfer use case below for more
details about the APIs to use).
The Appendix I. provides a list of the available API endpoints. Customer credit transfers scenarios
(serial and cover) have been chosen to illustrate the usage of the APIs.
3

Details available on SWIFT Developer Portal: https://developer.swift.com/api/notification/overview
The API terminology “resource” will be used in this document to refer to a business data or a
collection of business data
4
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1.3 About the naming conventions
1.3.1 About the classification (URLs) per Business domains/practices
The way the API URLs are organized already takes into account future development for other market
practices (Usage guidelines) and in other Business domains, like securities transactions 5.

1.3.2 Collection URL patterns
Collection resource may contain other collections.

The collection identifier segments in a resource name are defined as plural form of the noun used for
the resource. Resource name components usually alternate between collection identifiers (customercredit-transfers, settlement-instructions) and resource IDs.

1.4 About the interoperability with the messaging channels
Using APIs in the context of transaction manager does not require to use them in both directions
(creating and receiving payment legs), or that both banks involved use APIs: a financial institution
may, for example, decide to use APIs to retrieve transaction copy data, whilst still sending payments

5

The figure is illustrative and does not represent priorities or already existing implementations
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through FINplus (CBPR+). Another may use APIs to create payment legs in specific currencies only,
and use messaging for all other functions.
Financial institutions are free to use APIs (to create, retrieve payments or both) without any
consideration of the channel(s) used by the counterpart financial institution. The transaction manager
will control the usage and sequence of API calls to ensure both the transaction interoperability across
different communication channels and irrevocability.

1.5 Synchronous vs asynchronous API calls
To ease the understanding of the diagrams, API calls are illustrated as synchronous calls (i.e.
blocking).
In practice, most of the API calls are synchronous unless the processing of the request is pending the
execution of another service request (e.g. compliance checks might last for a long period of time
before being handled and so a non-blocking/asynchronous behaviour is most adequate). A specific
endpoint (i.e. tasks) is used to monitor completion of the asynchronous operation.
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2 Transaction Copy Data Model overview
This section is intended to provide some guiding principles about the data model 6 structure, in order to
better understand the relationship between the data resources and the usage of the granular APIs.

The main data components of the transaction copy used in API interactions are the PaymentInitiation
and the TransactionFlow. The payment initiation resource (see below) regroups the data provided to
initiate the payment transaction and has been isolated from the (interbank) transaction flow, in order
to prepare for the future integration of payment Initiation by corporates.
The TransactionFlow resource hosts the two types of flows7 that may be found in a payment
transaction:
 A Principal Flow: one (and only one) always present for each transaction. It may contain
multiple settlement legs (like one for each payment leg of a serial credit transfer).
 Cover Flows: a payment transaction may contain no cover flow, one or many. Each of the
cover flows may, in turn, contain multiple settlement legs. A typical use case would be a
complex (multiple legs) payment where FX happens, with cover flows happening on two
different payment legs.
The flows resources have a common data structure:
 Elements describing the flow attributes (flow status, scenario and “Current Agent in charge”).
 Settlement legs (one or many): contains the key elements, like amount, currency, fees,…, of a
payment to the next Agent.
 Credit Confirmation information: the data model already foresees that, according to some
market practices, credit confirmation may happen in multiple steps.

6

This data model, based on ISO 20022 elements, is subject to change, along with the implementation
of additional payment flows, like FI Credit transfers
7 Return and reject flows will be managed at a later stage
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A list of Participants : each participant (= Agent) acting in a flow has a role mentioned in
absolute terms: for example, if a new Intermediary Agent is inserted between Intermediary 1
and Intermediary 2, the new Intermediary becomes Intermediary 2, whilst the former
Intermediary 2 becomes Intermediary 3. In a serial payment, all agents involved in the
payment transaction will therefore be listed in the participants of the principal flow.

The PrincipalFlow (only) contains a ClearingInitiation resource, regrouping clearing-related data. From
an API perspective, the list of participants is also part of the ClearingInitiation resource (routing block).
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The payment initiation resource regroups the data provided to initiate the payment transaction. From
an API perspective, the payment initiation data also include two essential participants: the Debtor
Agent and the Creditor Agent8.

these participants data will be part of a future – not in release 1 - API allowing Corporates to initiate
payment transactions
8
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Each settlement leg resource represents the key elements of the payment leg done by an Agent.
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3 How to use APIs in a serial customer credit transfer
3.1 The overall flow overview
The diagram below represents the API interactions taking place in a serial customer credit transfer
involving three Financial Institutions Agents (Debtor Agent, Creditor Agent and one Intermediary 9),
exchanging cross-border payment legs. Transaction manager and the gpi tracker are also presented
in the diagram as system actors, to better illustrate the end points of the interaction. The column in
green on the right shows the transaction state evolution in the transaction manager, based on
successful execution of the API call.
Important note : in all flow diagrams of this document, every interaction ending to or originating from
the gpi tracker system actor is shown for transaction completeness only. These interactions do not
use transaction manager API calls.

9

The Intermediary Agent APIs interactions may be repeated for multiple intermediaries
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3.2 Initiating the payment as a Debtor Agent
As Debtor Agent, three API calls are needed to trigger a payment leg to the first Intermediary Agent
(flows 1, 2 and 3 in the overall flow above):

The “Agent in charge” remains the Debtor Agent until it successfully executes the third API call
(settlement-instructions), which triggers10 the change of “Agent in charge” to the next Agent in the
payment chain (Intermediary Agent 1 in the example).
Whilst still in charge, the Debtor Agent may, before providing the settlement-instructions, still update
the list of participants (settlement route elements) with the API call below (not shown in the flow).

The Debtor Agent may also enquire the transaction manager at any moment (flow 14 in the overall
flow above).

3.3 Progressing the transaction as Intermediary
An Intermediary Agent has two possibilities to become aware of any pending action:
a) Leveraging the transaction event notification service, that will inform the Intermediary about
the availability of payments requiring action by the “Agent in charge” (flow 4 in the overall flow
above). The Intermediary then needs to retrieve (flow 5) the transaction copy data for all
transactions pending processing (step identical to step b) below:

b) Querying periodically the transaction manager with a GET method and the "?action-required"
filter will return all transactions pending action where the Intermediary is the current Agent in
charge (the response will be paginated).

Before providing the settlement-instructions, the Intermediary Agent, like the Debtor Agent, may
update11 the list of participants (routing elements) with the API call below (not shown in the overall
flow). The full list of participants must be provided, but modifying participants of already executed
payment legs is not allowed.

10

If the Intermediary Agent is using a messaging connection method, the transaction manager will
then send an InterAct message (MX or MX multi-format) from the Debtor Agent to the Intermediary
Agent
11 Community-agreed CRUD rules might define limitations, for example preventing a Creditor Agent
change
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As for the Debtor Agent, providing the settlement-instructions (flow 6 above) transfers the ownership
to the next Agent (Creditor Agent in the overall flow above).

Note: In light of the API catalogue review and customer’s feedback, it might be needed to create
additional PUT methods to enable the update of specific data resources of a transaction (e.g. an
Intermediary Agent might be allowed to update data belonging to the payment initiation resource).

3.4 Completing the transaction as Creditor Agent
There are many steps in common with the Intermediary Agent actions.
A Creditor Agent has two ways to become aware that he has become “the Agent in charge”:
a) Leveraging the transaction event notification service that will inform the Intermediary about
payments in the role of the “Agent in charge” (flow 7 in the overall flow above). The
Intermediary then needs to retrieve (flow 8) the transaction copy data for all transactions
pending processing (step identical to step b) below):
b) Querying periodically the transaction manager with a GET method and the "?action-required"
filter will return all transactions pending action where the Creditor Agent is the current Agent
in charge (the response will be paginated).

The most usual step for the Creditor Agent is to issue a Credit Confirmation (step 9 above). In release
1 of transaction manager, Creditor Agents will continue to use gpi APIs to fulfil the Universal
Confirmation obligations (see also the chapter about the integration with the tracker).
SWIFT plans to support in release 1 other business scenarios related to Creditor Agents:
 the Creditor Agent may decide (“money follow-up” commercial service), if the Creditor has
opened an account at another bank, to create a new payment leg, becoming de facto an
Intermediary Agent introducing a new Creditor Agent, with modifications to the Creditor
(account number)
 the Creditor Agent might credit the Creditor in multiple steps
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4 How to use APIs in a cover of a customer credit transfer
4.1 The overall flow overview
The diagram below represents the API interactions taking place in a customer credit transfer with a
cover, involving four Financial Institutions Agents (Debtor Agent, Creditor Agent and two
Reimbursement Agents12), exchanging an underlying leg (between the Debtor Agent and the Creditor
Agent) and cover legs. Transaction manager is also presented in the diagram as (technical) “Agent”,
to better illustrate the end points of the interaction. The column in green (at the right of the transaction
manager actor) shows the flows state evolution in transaction manager, based on successful
execution of the API call.
Important note : in all flow diagrams of this document, every interaction ending to or originating from
the gpi tracker system actor is shown for transaction completeness only. These interactions do not
use transaction API calls

12

The Reimbursement Agent APIs interactions may be repeated for additional Reimbursement
Agents
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4.2 Initiating the transaction and cover as a Debtor Agent
As Debtor Agent initiating both the transaction (underlying) and a cover flow, five API calls are needed
to trigger both the underlying and first cover (payment to the first reimbursement Agent) legs: the
three related with the underlying (also called notification) are marked below with an amber square,
and the two related to the cover flow are marked in blue:

The POST settlement cover notifications (flow 3.1.1 or 3.2.5) used in the context of the underlying
allows to specify both the settlement information of the underlying and the Reimbursement Agents
(information about the participants of the cover flow), as that information is very relevant for the
Creditor Agent (here also the beneficiary of the cover flow) 13.
The overall flow above shows an alternate scenario, also supported (3.1 flows and 3.2 flows): sending
the settlement instructions of the first cover leg before providing the settlement cover-notifications of
the underlying leg14. The scenario difference materializes in a different sequence of flows state.
The “Agent in charge” switches as follows:
 The underlying settlement instructions switches to the Creditor Agent for the main flow
 The cover settlement instructions switches to the first Reimbursement Agent for the cover
flow
Whilst still in charge, the Debtor Agent may, before providing the settlement cover notification or the
cover settlement-instructions, still update the list of participants (routing elements) of the main flow or
of the cover flow with the API calls below :

The Debtor Agent may also enquire the transaction manager at any moment.
Please note that, in a scenario made of multiple serial legs where the cover is initiated by an
Intermediary Agent, the API calls sequence is shorter, as the Intermediary only needs to provide the
routing for the cover (next participants in the cover flow), as well as the two settlement-instructions:

13

This is an example where interoperability with a messaging channel will impose an API sequence
This scenario mimics, in payment through messaging, a bank sending a MT 202 COV (or pacs.009
COV) before the underlying MT 103 / pacs.008
14
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Please note that, in this version of API specifications, there is no consistency control between the list
of Reimbursement Agents mentioned as information in the underlying settlement cover notification
and the one mentioned in the routing of the Cover flow (the last ones are used as absolute agents in
the Cover flow). Implementing or not this control for the messaging channels is under discussion
within the PUG Data Integrity Expert group, and the decision might impact the next version of the API
specifications.

4.3 Progressing the transaction as first Reimbursement Agent
Progressing the transaction as Reimbursement Agent use the same principles – with dedicated POST
/ PUT methods – than progressing the transaction as an Intermediary Agent of a serial credit transfer.
A Reimbursement Agent has two possibilities to become aware that he has become “the Agent in
charge”:
1) Leveraging the transaction event notification service that will inform the Reimbursement
Agent about payments in the role of the “Agent in charge”, then retrieving relevant data for all
transactions pending processing (step identical to step 2) below).
2) Querying periodically the transaction manager with a GET method and the "?action-required"
filter will return all transactions pending action where the Reimbursement Agent is the current
Agent in charge (the response will be paginated) (flows 3.1.6 or 3.2.3 above).

Before providing the settlement-instructions, the Reimbursement Agent, like the Debtor Agent, may
update the list of participants (routing elements) of the cover flow with the API call below. The full list
of participants must be provided, but modifying participants of already executed cover legs is not
allowed.

Providing the Cover settlement-instructions (flows 4.2.2 or 4.3.1 above) transfers the ownership to the
next Reimbursement Agent.

4.4 Progressing the transaction as last Reimbursement Agent
As for any other Agent acting after a first payment leg, the last Reimbursement Agent has to enquire
transaction manager about the list of transactions for which “the last Reimbursement Agent is the
Agent in charge”.
The last Reimbursement Agent, however, like the Creditor Agent, should provide a confirmation of the
credit (here, to the Creditor Agent, as beneficiary of the cover flow). As for other confirmations, gpi
tracker APIs are used, in the release 1 of transaction manager.
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4.5 Completing the transaction as Creditor Agent
The process is identical to the one described in the serial customer credit transfer above (chapter
3.4), except for the flows state (SerialSettlementInitiated in a serial customer credit transfer), which
might evolve whilst the Creditor Agent is in charge of the main flow:
 Cover Notified : initial state when the ownership is transferred to the Creditor Agent (notified
that the funds will be sent through a cover)
 The cover flow has its own flow states, and transaction manager supports the scenario where
the Creditor Agent wants to confirm the credit to the Creditor before the cover credit is
confirmed.
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5 How to use APIs after a leg not captured by transaction
manager
All the scenarios described above assume that all payment legs are cross border ones, captured by
transaction manager. As MI legs are not in the scope of the transaction manager release 1, and
because there will be a progressive cross-border traffic ramp-up from messaging channels to
transaction manager, Intermediary, Reimbursement and Creditor Agents will sometimes be in a
situation to progress the transaction (do a payment or cover to the next Agent) after a payment leg not
captured in transaction manager. In some of those occasions, the Agent might even have no right to
access the transaction copy data, as it was never identified as an Agent of that transaction before it
received the payment leg not captured by transaction manager.
Two main cases are therefore possible, from an API operations point of view :
a) If the leg is tracked by gpi AND if the sender of the MI leg mentioned the BIC of the receiver
of the MI leg, transaction manager will identify the MI leg receiver as the “Agent in charge”,
allowing an API GET operation as described for cross border legs
b) In all other cases (wether the Agent was known or not), the GET technique described above
(retrieve all UETRs where the Agent is in charge) will not retrieve a transaction where the leg
reaching it is not captured by transaction manager, as, in transaction manager, the Agent in
charge will still be the sender of the leg not captured by transaction manager.
If the Intermediary or Creditor agent wants to proceed with an action where it is not the Agent in
charge, it needs first to “take ownership” of the payment transaction, through a dedicated API end
point. After taking ownership, the Intermediary/Creditor Agent will be able to proceed with its action
(settlement, routing change…).

In order to both allow :
 to take ownership as first action in transaction manager (the leg(s) not captured may be the
first one(s) of the payment transaction)
 some control (to avoid that any Agent could take control of any UETR)
the “take ownership” API call will request enough information (basically all mandatory elements of the
payment initiation resource) to create the transaction in transaction manager.
Taking ownership may be used in any situation where an Intermediary/Reimbursement/Creditor Agent
has to progress the transaction.
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6 About the integration with the tracker
Both transaction manager and gpi focus mainly (for now) on cross-border payments, from a different
angle: gpi focuses on tracking and SLAs measurement for gpi participants, whilst transaction
manager focuses on interoperability and transaction end to end integrity for the whole banking
community. This creates synergies, and also differences, affecting the transaction API functionality as
follows.

6.1 About Credit confirmations
Banks willing to use APIs to do Credit confirmations (all types) have to use the API from the gpi
catalogue(the existing ones and those planned to go live by November 2022). Transaction manager
will be notified of the tracker updates, and will update the transaction state accordingly.

6.2 About Transaction statuses
In the transaction manager, each successful execution of a method changes the lifecycle state (e.g. a
POST Clearing Instructions endpoint changes the lifecycle state from PaymentInitiated to
ClearingInitiated). From a business perspective, each state therefore reflects new data (clearing,
settlement leg, …) added to the transaction copy15.
gpi statuses reflect the lifecycle from an Agent perspective, and those statuses do not necessarily
affect the transaction manager state (e.g. announcing a delay does not change the transaction state
in transaction manager).
Both statuses are therefore complementary, although some “main” statuses (like “Credit confirmed”)
are common from both perspectives.
SWIFT is currently analysing how to present the two perspectives in a comprehensive way for
Business users.

15

The lifecycle state evolution is shown in the scenario overall flows
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7 What is still to come in the API catalogue (release 1)
As part of the release 1 of transaction manager, additional APIs have still to come, and detailed
specifications will be issued on several aspects related to API operations by customers.

7.1 APIs for additional payment flows and use cases

On top of the use cases illustrated above, transaction manager release 1 will tentatively support the
following flows and use cases:

Business
scenario family

Use case

Serial Customer
transfer

▲
▲
-

Serial Financial
Institution transfer

▲
▲
▲

×

Cover (Customer and
FI) payments

▲
▲
▲
▲

×

Serial payment with zero, one or more Intermediaries
Update of Intermediaries in the payment chain
Debtor Agent to Intermediary Agent payment not sent on SWIFT
Payment to Creditor Agent not sent on SWIFT
Payment between some Intermediaries not sent on SWIFT
The Creditor Agent is transferring the payment to the new Creditor
Agent of the Creditor
Credit to the Creditor is made in several steps (split credit)
Serial payment with zero, one or more Intermediaries
Update of Intermediaries in the payment chain
Debtor Agent initiates payment on behalf of Debtor
Payment to Creditor not sent on SWIFT
Payment between some Intermediaries not sent on SWIFT
One cover flow initiated by Debtor Agent with one or more
Reimbursement Agents
One cover flow initiated by Debtor FI with one or more Reimbursement
Agents
One cover flow initiated by an Intermediary Agent from a serial payment
Two cover payments in the same serial payment
One cover leg not sent on SWIFT
Creditor credited before cover flow completion
Cover payment without underlying customer/FI transfer
Cover of a cover payment

Legend:
▲
-

×

Covered by API draft catalogue v1 (iteration 2, July 2021)
Not yet covered by API draft catalogue v1. To be tentatively supported by transaction manager
release 1
Out of scope of release 1 of transaction manager
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7.2 Specifying business controls operating rules
On top of the rules specified in the OpenAPI Spec (OAS) contracts, several other types of operating
rules will be defined at a later stage, in line with the messaging equivalents:





RMA (SWIFT Relationship Management Application) type of control for the APIs triggering a
payment leg output (settlement-instructions APIs) to a “receiver”
gpi “Stop and recall” controls
Specific transaction manager controls (like UETR wrong re-use across channels, across BICs
and across types of business flows)
Security aspects, including features like delegation
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8 Appendix I. API Catalogue List
Disclaimer: The list provided in the first edition of this document reflects the APIs available at the moment of the
publication, and is therefore subject to change.
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9 Appendix II. API samples
The examples below (from a serial customer credit transfer with one Intermediary Agent use case)
illustrate a “POST settlement leg” from the Intermediary Agent and the result of a “GET” retrieving the
transaction copy after that the settlement leg has been posted.
A. POST settlement leg from the Intermediary Agent ZYGMBEBO
{
"instruction_identification": "MSG200206/000002",
"processing_date_time": "2021-01-01T13:13:13+00:00",
"payment_type_information": {
"service_level": [
{
"code": "G001"
}
]
},
"instructing_agent": "ZYGMBEB0XXX",
"instructed_agent": "ZYGOBEB0003",
"settlement_method": "INDA",
"interbank_settlement_amount": {
"currency": "USD",
"amount": "960"
},
"interbank_settlement_date": "2021-01-01",
"charge_bearer": "CRED",
"charges": [
{
"amount": {
"currency": "USD",
"amount": "10"
},
"agent": {
"financial_institution_identification": {
"bicfi": "ZYLBBEB0XXX"
}
}
},
{
"amount": {
"currency": "USD",
"amount": "30"
},
"agent": {
"financial_institution_identification": {
"bicfi": "ZYGMBEB0XXX"
}
}
}
]
}
B. GET retrieving the transaction copy after the POST above
{
"customer_credit_transfers": [
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{
"uetr": "12345678-5d1e-4da2-a91f-000000000001",
"transaction_state": {
"state": "accepted_settlement_in_progress",
"action_required": true,
"last_update": "2021-01-01T11:11:11Z"
},
"payment_initiation": {
"end_to_end_identification": "MSG200206/000001",
"instructed_amount": {
"currency": "USD",
"amount": "1000.00"
},
"requested_execution_date": {
"date": "2021-01-01"
},
"debtor": {
"name": "COMPANY ABC INC",
"postal_address": {
"address_line": [
"HOCHSTRASSE, 27",
"8022-ZURICH",
"SWITZERLAND"
]
}
},
"debtor_agent": {
"identification": {
"financial_institution_identification": {
"bicfi": "ZYLBBEB0XXX"
}
}
},
"creditor_agent": {
"identification": {
"financial_institution_identification": {
"bicfi": "ZYGOBEB0003"
}
}
},
"creditor": {
"name": "H.F. JANSSEN LEDEBOERSTRAAT 27",
"postal_address": {
"address_line": [
"AMSTERDAM"
]
}
},
"charge_bearer": "CRED"
},
"transaction_flow": {
"principal_flow": {
"flow_status": "serial_settlement_initiated",
"scenario": "CCTR",
"current": "CCTIA01",
"participants": [
{
"role": "CCTDBTA",
"identification": {
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"financial_institution_identification": {
"bicfi": "ZYLBBEB0XXX"
}
}
},
{
"role": "CCTIA01",
"identification": {
"financial_institution_identification": {
"bicfi": "ZYGMBEB0XXX"
}
}
},
{
"role": "CCTCDTA",
"identification": {
"financial_institution_identification": {
"bicfi": "ZYGOBEB0003"
}
}
}
],
"settlement_legs": [
{
"id": "12345678-5d1e-4da2-a91f-000000000001",
"service": "swift.cbprplus.01",
"instruction_identification": "MSG200206/000001",
"status": "ACSP",
"processing_date_time": "2021-01-01T11:11:11+00:00",
"instructing_agent": "ZYLBBEB0XXX",
"instructed_agent": "ZYGMBEB0XXX",
"settlement_method": "INDA",
"interbank_settlement_amount": {
"currency": "USD",
"amount": "990"
},
"interbank_settlement_date": "2021-01-01",
"charge_bearer": "CRED",
"charges": [
{
"amount": {
"currency": "USD",
"amount": "10"
},
"agent": {
"financial_institution_identification": {
"bicfi": "ZYLBBEB0XXX"
}
}
}
]
}
]
}
},
"audit_trail": [
{
"id": "be23690c-7fef-4938-abcc-43f640d5199c",
"service": "swift.cbprplus.01",
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"channel": "API",
"instruction_identification": "MSG200206/000001",
"message_name_identification": "put_customer_credit_transfer",
"status_date_time": "2021-01-01T11:10:00+00:00",
"processing_status": "ACSP",
"current": {
"customer_credit_transfer": "CCTDBTA"
}
},
{
"id": "2289c5a6-c55f-4690-a2bd-db0595b866a5",
"service": "swift.cbprplus.01",
"channel": "API",
"instruction_identification": "NotProvided",
"message_name_identification": "post_cct_clearing_initiation",
"status_date_time": "2021-01-01T11:10:10+00:00",
"processing_status": "ACSP",
"current": {
"customer_credit_transfer": "CCTDBTA"
}
},
{
"id": "4c44d7be-5bdf-4888-971b-f038504ae821",
"service": "swift.cbprplus.01",
"channel": "API",
"instruction_identification": "MSG200206/000001",
"message_name_identification": "post_cct_settlement",
"status_date_time": "2021-01-01T11:11:11+00:00",
"processing_status": "ACSP",
"current": {
"customer_credit_transfer": "CCTDBTA"
}
}
]
}
]
}

End of Document
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